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On July 26th, 2007, Japanese government requested its diplomatic missions abroad to

provide accurate information on the consequences of Chuetsu-oki Earthquake on

Kashiwazaki-Kariwa Nuclear Power Station to the foreign governments, since some foreign

news media have reported inaccurate information.

1. Some of foreign news media have reported inaccurate information on the consequences of

the earthquake on the Kashiwazaki-Kariwa Nuclear Power Station, which induced

misperception in those countries.

2. In response to the situation, on July 26, 2007, the Japanese government issued the

instruction to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs to have its diplomatic mission provide

accurate information to the governments of major countries and those where inaccurate

information has been circulated, in addition to the efforts made by NISA/METI to provide

the latest information to the IAEA and other major nuclear power utilizing countries.

3. NISA/METI will continue its effort to provide accurate information on the safety of

'Kashiwazaki-Kariwa nuclear power plant.

(Related Activities)

- Press Conference at the Foreign Correspondents' Club of Japan

On July 18th, 2007, a management staff of NISA gave a briefing at the Foreign

Correspondents' Club of Japan. Approximately 60 Japanese and foreign media reporters

participated in the conference. An executive of TEPCO also gave a briefing at the Club on

July 25th. NISA will give another briefing at the Club on 27th.

- Briefing for the diplomatic missions of EU Member States in Tokyo



Upon a request of the EU President Portugal, a senior official of NISA gave a briefing on July

25. Eighteen diplomatic missions out of twenty seven in Tokyo participated in the briefing.
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